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President Hulbert receives Chauncey
Rose's historical walking stick
Crystal Landreth
Staff Writer
Born on Christmas Eve of
1795, Chauncey Rose became
one of Terre Haute's greatest
benefactors.
According to President Hulbert, Chauncey was the last survivor of a family of nine;
therefore, he possessed the family wealth. With this excess
money, Chauncey greatly contributed to the Terre Haute corn.munity.
Rose started an orphanage, a
senior citizen's home, a hospital
for the financially deprived, and
even played a role in the foundation of Wabash college.

Chauncey Rose is best known
to most Rose-Hulman students as
the founder of our school. He
was in the railroad business, and
sent some of his employers east
to discover how to more efficiently build railroads. It was
when Chauncey Rose received
news that more highly educated
engineers were necessary for
completion of his plans that he
decided to educate them here in
Terre Haute and Rose-Poly
Technic was founded.
As an expression of gratitude
for Chauncey's outstanding service to the community, the
Mayor of Terre Haute presented
him with a walking stick.
Because Rose died without

family, he willed the walking
stick as well as other items to
Reiner Zimmerman, a faithful
and long-time gardener for Rose.
After
being
passed
down
through the Zimmerman family
for over 100 years, the historic
walking stick was then presented
to Dr. Hulbert on Wednesday,
November 14, by David Haynes.
Barbara Kirk, Zimmerman's
great-great niece, felt that the
walking stick belonged to the
Rose-Hulman campus; therefore,
she donated it to the Rose-Hul(flan archives.
The walking stick is of exceptional value, serving as a
reminder of the outstanding
accomplishments of its original
owner.

Dave Evans / Thorn

President Hulbert with Chauncey Rose's walking stick

National Society of Black Engineers campus event
Nicole Hartmeyer
Staff Writer
The Rose-Hulman Chapter of
the National Society of Black
Engineers (NSBE) is sponsoring
their annual Senior Weekend this
weekend, an event for high school
seniors interested in attending the
school.
The purpose of the Senior
Weekend is to give these students
a chance to get acquainted with
NSBE and encourage them to consider Rose when choosing where
to go to college, in an effort to
bring more more diversity to the

student population. The program
is focused on recruiting mainly
African-Americans to the school.
The goal of the event is to make
African-American students in high
school aware of Rose-Hulman as a
good school with a studious atmosphere. After seeing the school up
close and with current students'
perspectives, the hope is that they
will also want to attend the school.
The program was put together
by the NSBE chapter's programs
chair Melva Lucas, who is responsible for most of the details. She
has worked closely with the
Admissions office to send recruit-

ment information to AfricanAmerican students who may be
interested in Rose and are eligible
to attend the school.
The high school students will be
welcomed by NSBE members on
campus today at about 1:00 PM.
Then, before eating dinner at the
cafeteria, the students will be
shown around the campus taking
tours and getting an idea of what
student life at Rose-Hulman is like
by attending a student panel. The
panel consists of Rose students,
who will be answering any questions the high school students may
have about attending the school.

After dinning in the cafeteria,
the students will have the chance
to participate in several interesting
activities. They will have the
opportunity to see the Rose basketball game followed by going
bowling and to the movies in
Terre Haute. This will give the
students an insight into Terre
Haute as well.
These activities will also give
the seniors a further opportunity to
get to know members of NSBE
and learn about college life. Following a night on campus, the
event concludes with brunch at 10
am Saturday morning before the

students head home.
The effort to attract students
with various backgrounds doesn't
stop with this event. NSBE sponsors programs all year round to
promote campus diversity. Next
week on Dec. 4, the NSBE chapter
at Rose is having a Pre-College
Initiative program focused on
middle school students. The purpose of the PCI program is to
introduce the field of engineering
to young students and to get them
thinking about engineering as a
possible career.
Another event, a Martin Luther
King Day program, is scheduled

Explore Engineering program
reaches 119 members
Chris Scribner
Staff Writer
Rose-Hulman's
Explore
Engineering program is a
unique opportunity for area
sixth through twelfth grade
students to experience the
fun and exciting side of
engineering and science.
The program provides
challenges such as building
(and eating) edible race cars,
creating silly putty, designing, constructing, and challenging others' small-scale
hot air balloons in a race,
and many other chemistry,
physics, and engineering
projects.
Explorers, students who

Explorers work with Jennifer Phelps on a chemistry project.
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attend the program, meet at
Rose's campus twice per month
during the school year. They are
invited to use RHIT's equipment to aid their projects, while
interacting with Rose students
and faculty. Sponsors of the program include associate director
of communications, Dale Long,
electrical and computer engineering head, Fred Berry, associate
professor
of
civil
engineering, Kevin Sutterer, and
Richard Ye, visiting professor
of electrical engineering.
The program began in the
mid-nineties, and did not initially see many participants.
Membership has recently grown
to an impressive 119 students,
with about 80 in attendance per
meeting. Most explorers attend
nearby high schools and middle
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schools,
eight
are
home
schooled.
Long explained the value of
the program and integral role of
Rose
students'
interaction.
RHIT students allow for more
personal attention with the
explorers, but they are more
than just project aids; they are
role models for the participants.
With the typical decline in interest in math during middle
school, explorers are given an
opportunity to see their learning
in action through the projects.
The program is not a recruitment strategy for Rose-Hulman.
It is aimed to inspire students to
stay interested in math and science at a crucial age so they
may be able to pursue an engineering or science career later in
life.
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Fall Sports Banquet
Vonderschmitt
Dining Room
5 pm

1

Indiana University
Harp Ensemble
Moench Hall
7:30
NSBE Exploring
Engineering Day

4
Holiday Blood Drive
Kahn Rooms
11 am - 5 pm

5

6

Student Activities
Board's Dance
Lessons
SRC8:30 pm - 9:30 pm

7

8

Rose-Hulman
Wellness Committee
Clinic
Union
11:45 am - 12:45 pm

Comedian Billy D.
Washington
Union
6:30 pm
SWE Exploring
Engineering Program

9

10

11

Jess Lucas Alumni
Leadership Award
Union
5:30 pm

16

13

Student Activities
Board's Dance
Lessons
SRC
8:30 pm - 9:30 pm

17
ROTC Holiday Open
House
Top Floor Moench
2 pm - 3 pm

12

18

19

ARAMARK
Christmas Dinner
Special

14
Mike Rayburn
Concert
Union
7:30 pm

20

15
Bikes for Tykes'
Assembly Day
8:30 am - Noon

21

22
Holiday Break

Solar Phantom Team
We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth.To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCIE

Are you a motivated person interested in learning new things?
Would you like to design a circuit board,
machine suspension parts, get involved in your
community and possibly even travel across
America?
You can, there's no previous knowledge or
experience required.
If you want to find out more, stop by our display
in the Hulman Union on Tuesday December 4th
anytime from 10:30 AM to 2 PM to see how you
can get involved!

SUBMISSIONS
Events may be published in Events by any organization or individual. Information on club meetings, lectures, speeches, and athletic events,
including announcements of times and locations may be submitted to Campus Calendar, in care of Dale Long, associate director of communications,
at Box 14 or extension 8418. More detailed articles containing plans, agendas, and specific information should be submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by Wednesday at noon in order to be published in Events in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
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WMHD will play strong
through winter blues
Crystal Landreth
Staff Writer
While several organizations
become more uneventful during
winter quarter, WMHD The Monkey has no plans to cut their airtime. Twenty-four DJ's and the
radio staff will continue to work
hard, producing entertainment and
music for the Rose-Hulman campus.
At 7:00 pm on weekdays -and
6:00 pm on weekends, turn in to
WMHD 90.5 FM to hear Radio
Evolution, the week's top thirty
new albums and more. Also at
8:30 pm on weekdays and 8:00
pm on weekends,"Monkey Haus
Rock" airs. This show includes
loud rock, punk, metal, and industrial hardcore music. And the
newest electronic music can be
heard every night at 10:00 on
"The Groove Quartand."
The Monkey doesn't just play
alternative and hard rock, the
radio station offers a variety of
musical genres. Classical music
can be heard every Wednesday at
2:00 pm, and on Sundays at 5:00
pm, "Rosie's Pickin' Parlor"
plays its eighteenth year of bluegrass.
In addition, one of Rose's

favorite professors, Antonio de la
Cova, can be heard playing songs
from the sixties and seventies
every Friday at 4:15 pm. De la
Cova refers to himself as "Dr.
Strangelove" on his show, "Hippie Days", as he presents such artists as The Mothers of Invention,
Phil Ochs, Leonard Cohen, Eric
Burdon and the Animals, Mimi
and Richard Farina, and his other
old favorites.
"This is the music that your parents were admonished by their
parents not to listen to,"
exclaimed De la Cova.
The radio station offers everything from Christian rock to electronic music. Be sure to tune into
The Monkey this quarter and listen to the newly trained DJs, as
well as music from a variety of

I
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Corporate First-Step Scholarship
Nicole Hartkemeyer
Staff Writer
Rose-Hulman is a world class
institution in many ways, but
one area that both recent alumni
and current students feel Rose
falls short in is providing the
opportunity to interact with a
diverse student body.
To solve this problem, a
scholarship has been started,
focused on attracting students
with diverse backgrounds to the
campus. The Corporate FirstStep Scholarship Program was
first made available to incoming
freshmen last year.
The scholarship was intended
to help recruit under-represented students in the engineering field. Out of about the
78,000 high school seniors that

have interests in the fields of
engineering, mathematics, or
physical sciences and have met
the requirements to attend RoseHulman, only 20% are female
and 3% are African -Americans.
The hope of the scholarship is to
attract these eligible students to
our school, which is something
that the students, companies,
and faculty feel is very important.
This scholarship program is
funded solely by outside financial support. Businesses that
attend the intern/coop fair in
January are asked to make a
contribution to the scholarship
fund instead of paying a regular
fee each year to attend. Some
businesses that donated last year
include Eli Lily, Motorola, Marathon, Raytheon, Caterpillar and

Dow. Altogether a total of
$25,000 was made available for
use in the scholarship program.
The scholarships generally
have been given out to help
under-represented students pay
computer costs and tuition fees.
The amount of money available
for incoming freshman next year
will depend on how many businesses are willing to donate this
winter.
Companies that attend events
such as the career fair and the
intern/coop fair each year are
usually very interested in helping students that go to Rose,
knowing that their future
employees may come from the
school. As long as funding for
the scholarship is solid each
year, the program is expected to
continue indefinitely.

SPRING BREAK MATH CORNER PROBLEM OF THE WEEK
EARN
Problem:
How many stacked pancakes (simple closed connected regions in the plane irrelevant of shape and size) can you divide equally with one straight cut? For instance, it is
clear that one pancake can be divided into two equal pieces with one straight cut, but
can two stacked pancakes be equally divided with one straight cut? what about three?
four? or more?

$10001000

I m877225725431

Rules:

For more information,
contact Bunny Nash @ 8465
or attend the Audition Info. Session
Sunday, December 9th @ 6:30p.m.
in the Auditorium.

lik

Two Stacked Pancakes

Can you move the line so it
equally divides both pancakes?

1. Contest is open to all students at Rose-Hulman.
2. The best solution asjudged by members ofthe mathfaculty will be awarded two
new dollar coins. (See solution criteria below)
3. In case ofa tie, each winner will be awarded a new one dollar coin.
4. Solutions must be submitted by 1:00p.m. on Wednesday to David Finn at G 213.
5. Ifno correct solution is submitted. No prize will be awarded.

Contest

Rose Drama Club Auditions
December 11 & 12, 7:30 p.m.
Moench Auditorium

1/
1

• Solution must be correct.
Solution must be documented or explained.
Clarity of solution. Solution should be easily understood.
Elegance of solution. Number of steps should be minimized without affecting clarity.

Solution •
•
Criteria: •

Available on the web at

http://www.rose-hulman.edu/-finn/mathcorner/pow.html

In addition to stage performers,
piano accompanists (for rehearsal
& performance) are also needed.

GREAT
PIZZA!
Taste the Magic!

'Yearbook Pictures
Dec. 6th

RHIT DEAL
LARGE ONE TOPPING Pizza

tfie Ifutman 'Onion
* Yearbook Pictures
* Yearbook Distribution
* Picture Sale

'This isyour secondandfinarchance to get

your picture takrnfor thisyear's book (You
must have your picture taken to get a 600k

FREE DELIVERY!

234-2001

ONL

$52!

* STROMBOLI
* MAGIA BREAD
* MAGIA CHEESE BREAD
* MAGIA WINGS
* SWEETIE PIES

OPINIONS
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Dave breaks the law for Buy Nothing Day, 2001
Dave Drapac
Staff Writer
"I am not here to solicit you,
preach to you, or hit on you. I'm
a concerned citizen and would
like to talk to you about excess
consumption..." That's how I
started off most of the conversations I had the day after Thanksgiving.
Mike (a guy we met at the
mall), my brother Joe, and I
were out celebrating Buy Nothing Day 2001 at South Lake mall
in Hobart, IN. A quick history
lesson on Buy Nothing Day. It
was started eight years ago to
raise people's awareness of the
impact of excess consumption. It
was popularized and promoted
heavily by Adbusters magazine
(www.adbusters.org).
We thought it would be a great
place to spread the holiday cheer
and a little anti-consumer sentiment. My brother wore a sandwich board with 4 sheets of
paper attached to it. The front
read "Buy/consume less ... for
yourself, family, community,
nation, earth" and the back,
"Alternatives to material gifts
for your Friends & Family?".
Mike carried a poster. The
front contained a simple message to make people think twice
about shopping, "Raise your
hand if you have credit card

debt." The back side had a pitch
for "Buy Nothing Day 2001." I
had in my possession some propaganda I had made a few days
prior: 25 surveys entitled "Survey of consumer happiness and
awareness," and 25 "Christmas/
Buy Nothing Day" greeting
cards. We were ready for battle
(the peaceful demonstration
kind).
They were too! Damn! That
place was crawling with security
guards. There's even a police
station in the mall. I used to
think the security was just there
to prevent theft. I guess discussing anti-consumerism is just as
bad, for the corporate pocket
book at least. Did you know that
every shop at that mall is corporately owned? Not a single
locally owned business. But I
digress.
Joe went off in one direction,
Mike in the other. I headed over
to a bench of shoppers taking a
break from the day's hard work.
Mike only lasted about 10
minutes before he got the warning to put away his sign or leave.
Joe lasted about the same length
of time. After his warning Joe
put away his sign and simply
talked to people individually. I
carried on with my mission, a
little less conspicuous than the
other two.
I sat down and started conver-

sations about Buy Nothing Day
and asked people if they had
thought much about the societal
and environmental impact of
excess shopping. At this point
they would either look at their
watches and realize their daughter needed to be picked up, or
agree to fill out the survey.
I intrigued an entire family at
the food court, and another lady,
a teacher at Valparaiso middle
school, asked if she could take
the survey home to show her
students. Of course I allowed her
to keep it. In fact, if someone
tried to give the survey back to
me after they were finished I
told them to keep it. I had plenty
of my own and who was Ito care
about their answers. Oh, I also
ran into a one Shannon Peterman, a fellow Andrean high
school alumni. I think she is
stalking me ... she has a thing for
CS geeks.
The day went on and eventually Joe met up with me while I
was sitting next to a lady filling
out my survey. Just as she was
finishing it, a female security
guard walked up to us and asked
if we had given the lady the survey thing. I said yeah and she
began to preach about how
soliciting was not allowed in
malls.
Apparently there is a fine line
between soliciting and casual

conversation. If the conversation
has some message or idea that
the other party may not know
about, it is considered soliciting.
Basically, soliciting
equals
thought-provoking conversation
and I was certainly guilty of
that.
As the security guard continued to solicit my brother, I
stepped aside, got a picture and
sat back down. Then a second,
ridiculously stern looking guard
came up. By this time there was
quite a scene and another opportunity for a picture. As I backed
up into photo range the second
guard
intentionally
ducked
behind the first, a little camera
shy I suppose. So I stood up on
the railing and angled my shot
right down into his rehearsed
glare. That's when he came
toward me, told me to sit down,
and that I had just committed a
crime. What a grouch! I think
the shopping had stressed him
out.
At this point the management
had arrived and it was obvious
that business was being disrupted and money was "going
down the drain." They shuffled
us out into an emergency exit
corridor. Now out of the public's
eyes, we received more verbal
abuse. I guess they couldn't
have the general public hearing
about the rights of private busi-

ness to stifle progressive
thought.
We were being solicited like
no other. "... can't take pictures
of people without their written
consent, the mall does not tolerate soliciting, gimme your film
or be arrested..." I gave in and
handed over the film. I was not
in the mood for an arrest.
We (my brother and I, a state
policeman, 2 security guards,
and the manager of the mall)
ended up talking in the emergency exit hallway for about 20
minutes. In the end we got a few
facts out of the policeman, who
was very helpful and respectful
to our cause. I really think he
was on our side, but he did have
the books to follow, and apparently we had stepped out of our
legal bounds.
As we were being ushered out
of the mall by the female guard,
she said something into her
radio. She referred to us as "subjects." I had never been referred
to as a subject before. It made
me think about one of my survey
questions: Is our society material or people oriented? Happy
Buy Nothing Day!
If you have never thought
about the ill-effects of excess
shopping please take a few minutes to look over the survey I
distributed.
(www.rose-hulman.edu/
—drapacda/)

Terror for teachers
Staff Editorial
The Daily Free Press
(Boston U.)
(U-WIRE)BOSTON What is a teacher? In today's
society, the primary role of the
teacher has become eclipsed by
secondary roles.
That is, in today's society,
teachers are expected to morph
roles more times than your average Vegas showgirl changes costumes. Teachers are expected to
fill the shoes of parents -- to
"babysit" their students -- providing the 'stability many of
them do not receive at home.
Teachers are expected to be
police officers; with threats of
school violence causing concern
across the nation, they must protect the physical well-being of
their students. Teachers are
expected to be psychologists,
comforting and guiding students
through their tender adolescent
years.
But, now more than ever,

teachers are expected to be
accountable when things go
wrong. When two teenagers,
armed
with semi-automatic
weapons, enter their high school
and destroy the lives of 37 students and faculty members in a
blast of gunfire, society looks
for someone to blame. And, all
too often, the finger of blame is
pointed at teachers and administrators.
On Saturday, three students
from a New Bedford, Mass.,
high school were arrested and
charged with devising a plot
similar to that Dylan Klebold
and Eric Harris at Columbine
High School in 1999. They
allegedly constructed an elaborate plan to injure and perhaps
slaughter as many of their classmates and faculty members as
possible.
Some might choose to blame
the New Bedford school. Arguments might be made that something was amiss in the school --
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there must have been some catalyst inciting these students to
plan a mass execution. That is, it
could be said the school lacked
community and did not offer
these children the proper guidance.
Yet, under the circumstances,
New Bedford did the best job it
could. It investigated the initial
rumors weeks ago and acted
swiftly when a janitor uncovered
notes indicating the group's
plans. Furthermore, the school
must have some semblance of a
community, seeing as one of the
involved students foiled the
group's plan in order to ensure
the safety of her favorite teacher.
Schools can only do so much.
They can install metal detectors,
lock all the doors and examine
the identification of all people
entering the building. But even
this won't stop a group of students determined to harm members of their school community.
Such means of security are, at

best, an illusion. They could
even make the situation worse.
Not only do they provide a false
sense of security, but they may
also perpetuate student backlash
-- instigating an even stronger
desire to rebel.
Additionally, no amount of
legislation improving security
measures will ever end the problem of youth violence. Society
tends to place blame on whoever
is in the spotlight. In New Bedford's case, the school is under
society's microscope.
Instead of wasting time finding someone to arbitrarily point
fingers at, investigate the situation before the course of history
repeats itself and another community is devastated by school
violence.
Furthermore, why are parents
pointing fingers when they
themselves are perhaps the most
culpable? How did the parents of
these New Bedford students
miss the warning signs? Weap-

The Rose Thorn
5500 Wabash Avenue
Terre Haute, IN 47803-3999
Phone: (812)877-8255
Fax: (812)877-8166
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn
"Working to keep the Rose-Hulman community
informed by providing an accurate and
dependable sourcefor news and information."

ons, Nazi propaganda and a propensity toward violence should
not be ignored. Parental involvement and the familial structure is
key in raising children.
While pro-family legislation
and "Leave it to Beaver" families are not necessary, parents do
have to take an active role in
their children's lives. And above
all, they need to communicate.
Perhaps if the parents of the
New Bedford children had
shown more interest and support, the alienation, hatred and
anger may have been thwarted.
As scary as it seems, someday
in the not-so-distant future,
many Boston University students will have children and
raise families. Instill in your
children the values and morals
they will carry with them into
future generations. This is the
strongest form of action against
youth violence.
Learn from past mistakes and
help prevent future disasters.
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White collars and working girls
Jordana R. Lewis
Harvard Crimson
(U-WIRE) Cambridge It's finally official: The
National Bureau of Economic
Research has declared that the
United States' economy has
slipped into a recession. Unemployment is steadily on the rise,
American business has been less
than robust and the terrorist
attack on Sept. 11 all but tipped
the scales.
Even it the White House is
scoffing at the news and analysts
are clamoring that the difficulties are nearly over, Harvard
seniors have known about the
state of economic affairs and the
country's dismal future for
weeks-months, even. Judy Murray, recruiting director at the
Office of Career Services(OCS),
kindly warned us of our extraordinary troubles back in the
month of September. And, as
evidenced by this fall's recruiting performance, her prophecy
has proven to be categorically
correct: there is simply less
money to spend, and far fewer

jobs to offer.
Needless to say, this has
thrown the senior class into a bit
of a frenzied tizzy. Throughout
our four years here, Harvard has
taught us that success is an infinite race for, simply, more-more
activities, more straight As,
more friends, more leadership
titles. We students create much
of this environment ourselves,
which only perpetuates and
exacerbates the problem. Thus,
come time of graduation and of
finding a job, our Harvard-bred
mentality encourages us in a specific direction: to follow the
money-and if you can't secure
that, than to at least follow the
prestige.
And OCS makes it remarkably
easy for us to carry on with our
quest for more, up until the day
we graduate. All its jobs are consolidated into an easily accessible data
base, employers
interview at on-campus sites
and the process can start as early
as October so that students
secure jobs well before the end
of their senior year. And yet the

jobs offered through recruiting
are overwhelmingly those concerning finance, and those ensuring a hefty paycheck every two
weeks. And for at least the last
five years, while the U.S. economy has been busy booming,
recruiting through OCS has been
noticeably popular among the
senior class. In fact, it has held a
tight, iron grip on the futures-or
at least the mindsets-of most
seniors seeking jobs.
But in six months time, the
Class of 2002 will be the first in
a decade to graduate not into a
booming economy, but into a
feeble recession. The flow ofjob
offers that was once commonplace for anyone with a decent
GPA and an impressive resume
has since dried up. And so, with
heavy hearts and an overwhelming sense of failure, we have
been forced to look elsewhere
for employment.
But we should only realize and
appreciate the unlikely opportunities that our impotent economy
has given us. It has forced
seniors to consider pursuing

their passions, rather than settling for a high-paying job that
came knocking on Harvard's
door. The terrorist attack on
America and our war against al
Qaeda -- both of which have
been blamed for the state of the
economy-have given heightened
esteem and, more importantly,
heightened urgency to those performing jobs of civic and public
service.
And the economists' predictions might be true: the worst
might almost be over already.
Our success in Afghanistan has
boosted American morale, and
consumer demand for new technology might very well be the
impetus to push us out of the red
again. But there is another reason why we shouldn't be in a
panic that it's Nov. 29 already
and we still haven't secured a job
for ourselves. In truth, we should
only realize our luck at being relatively carefree, unrestrained 22year-olds stepping out into the
working world for the first time.
Hardly any of us have a family
to support or shackle-heavy

loans to pay off. We have survived living in cramped Dunster
doubles for years now, and could
just as easily do it again for a
few more. We certainly don't
need a 60K salary to make us
happy -- or to help us pass the
time.
It's Harvard that has convinced us of our need for otherwise, and, ironically enough, it
might be the sad state of the
economy that will finally persuade us to view the working
world in a different light.
There is incessant chatter on
this campus about the Harvard
bubble, and I think this selfimposed detachment has especially dangerous consequences
when we use it to make decisions
beyond those of our undergraduate lives. Of course, from the
inside of the Harvard lens, it
seems that fat paychecks and
prestige are the only ways to
ensure future success. But it's
going to be mighty refreshing
and mighty reassuring when we
finally earn our degrees, break
out of this place and taste a bit of
the real world.

Get in touch with the true Christmas spirit, don't give presents
Monique Roche
The Reveille
(Louisiana State U.)
(U-WIRE) Baton Rouge, La.
Last Friday I ventured to a
place where I once swore I
would never be, but where every
woman finds herself at least
once in her lifetime. It was dangerous, chaotic and fiercely
competitive, yet I made it
through alive and successful.
The place? Macy's department
store, the day after Thanksgiving, 7 a.m.
It must have been after my
second glass of wine with
Thanksgiving dinner when my
mom convinced me to wake up
at the crack of dawn to visit the
mall on the busiest shopping
day of the year. Working in the
mall for two consecutive Christmas holidays, I have come to

loathe holiday shopping. Unfortunately, too much time had
passed since then for me to
remember why.
Exchanging gifts is as much a
part of Christmas tradition as
serving turkey for Thanksgiving. Every year I dread both turkey and shopping. Karl Marx
couldn't have said it better:
"The tradition of all the dead
generations weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the living."
So this year, as I watched
mobs of shoppers rummage
through the aisles for the best
sales of highly overpriced items,
I decided to rebel against society's pressures to spend my
hard-earned money on crappy
gifts and give my friends the
best gift of all -- nothing.
In order to avoid the hassles
of shopping and appreciate the
gift of friendship and the true

meaning of Christmas, some
friends of mine and I decided to
skip the materialistic tradition
of exchanging gifts this year.
OK, so the fact that we are all
poor college students may have
a lot more to do with it. But if
the pressure of gift-giving
becomes too much to bear, there
are cheap and even free gifts I
could give.
For example, I could hunt
down the Camel cigarette girls
who hang out in bars handing
out free packs of cigarettes in
exchange for a signature. A few
nights on the town and I should
collect enough packs to fill my
smoker friends' stockings.
Or, I could follow the custom
of Kwanzaa by making gifts
rather than purchasing them. It
wouldn't cost me a dime to raid
my art education roommate's
bedroom and turn blocks of clay

into festive holiday bowls or
ashtrays.
As hard as I try, it won't be
easy to refrain from holiday
shopping. Even the government
is getting involved this year in
enticing shoppers to spend their
money by proposing a bill for a
sales tax holiday. In order to
give the economy a boost, legislators want to give consumers
10 days of sales tax-free shopping.
Washington,
D.C.,
already put the holiday into
effect over the weekend, but so
far there has been no word on
whether Louisiana legislators
will pass the bill. It is a brilliant
idea, but the thought of the
intense crowds on those 10
magical days is enough to keep
me as far away from any store
as possible.
I think if I must give in to
buying gifts, I will wait until

after New Year's. Then I really
can save money by purchasing
gift rejects that have been
marked down so cheap, they are
practically the price they cost
when they were made by 7-yearold factory workers in China.
Gifts or not, it is hard to enjoy
the true spirit of Christmas
when we are constantly bombarded with commercials and
advertisements telling us what
we need to make our holidays
complete. Not exchanging gifts
won't automatically render you
a Scrooge, and I suggest instead
of giving in to a commercialistic
tradition, skip the nightmarish
malls and use the time saved to
spend with friends and family.
On the other hand, I'm still a
kid at heart and won't object if
Santa wants to leave me a few
gifts under the Christmas tree.

4
4
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Invasion of privacy
Cornell Daily Sun
(Cornell U.)
(U-WIRE)ITHACA, N.Y. When current Dartmouth College student Lindsay Earls was
in high school, she was forced to
give a urine sample in order to
take a music course and participate in choir. Charging that the
school had violated her privacy
guaranteed under the 14th
Amendment, Earls sued her
school.
While this story from Tecumseh (Okla.) High School has not
recently been in the limelight,
the case challenging mandatory
and random drug testing for
non-athletic
extra-curricular
activities will now be heard by
the U.S. Supreme Court in
March. Although the Court has
already rightly ruled that athletic competitors can be tested
for drug use, due to the nature of
the activities, non-athletic activity participants should not be

forced to do the same.
During the fall of her sophomore year, Earls submitted to a
routine drug test given to all
participants of her school's athletic and non-athletic activities.
Earls, upset at the requirement,
contacted the ACLU who provided her with a lawyer for the
case in March 1999. In an Oklahoma district court the judge
ruled in favor of the school, but
Earls won in an appeal one year
later.
Earls believes that her right to
privacy has been violated, which
is the most compelling argument
she and her lawyer have made.
While drug testing of suspected
users should be allowed -which Earls is not challenging -the mandatory and random drug
testing of non-athletic participants does not seem to have
much purpose.
The ruling in Vernonia School
District 47J v. Wayne Acton

(1995), when the Supreme Court
established that athletic teams
could be tested due to the nature
of athletics, produces fairer and
safer competition. However,
unlike with athletic endeavors,
drugs are not widely known to
enhance
performance
or
increase the risk of injury in
non-athletic endeavors.
Therefore,
students
not
involved in such athletic activities should not
undergo drug tests.
The only effect of
mandatory testing
would be to discourage drug users
from joining an
extracurricular
activity. This outcasting of drug
users stands not
only to further hurt
the actual user, but
ignores the central
problem: drugs are

plentiful or at least accessible in
today's schools whether in the
inner city, the suburbs or the
country.
Schools should not be targeting drug users through non-targeted drug tests that invade
personal privacy, but should
rather work to reduce widespread teen drug and alcohol
use. Creating and improving
education programs and encour-

aging students to join extracurricular activities would more
effectively accomplish this goal
than drug testing.
While the U.S. Supreme Court
is still months away from deciding the Earls case, the Court
should stop testing in order to
ensure students' privacy as well
as help accomplish the true
goals of the testing requirement.

Write for Thom. Thom good. Not writing
bad. So come to Thom and write because
writing good. When you write for the Thom
you become happy. We become happy.
Happy is good. So writing is happy.
-Opinions Editor
.1,
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Local band rock
Jason Caron
Staff Writer

Same Difference
Same Difference
I Liked It Fine

There seems to be an increasing
number of local bands nowadays as
more and more students are given
the opportunity to demonstrate. and
pursue their musical talent. More
specifically, in the Indiana area,a local band named The Same Difference has been frequenting the major
colleges and live music venues.
Since December of 2000, they
have played over eighty live shows
at major profile colleges such as
Purdue, Indiana University, Wabash, Indiana State, and Depauw.
Thousands flocked to see them at
these sold-out shows.
They have also frequented Indiana's most popular live music venues such as The Patio, C.T. Peppers,
Kilroy's Sports Bar, and Purdue
Pete's. If you listen to their self-titled debut album, you will know
why. Since its release earlier this
year, it has sold over 1,000 copies.
They continue to frequent the airwaves on most of Indiana's college
radio stations.
While only sporting ten songs on
their debut album,The Same Difference obviously chooses to focus on
quality more than quantity. Lead
vocalist Mike Malaski sounds

sure to check out
their web site at
www.thesamedifference.com
for photos, samples of their
songs, merchandise, and show
information as
well as a list of
the bands they
cover for in addition to their
original works
(Metallica's in
These
there.
guys rule!).
If you happen
to be floating
around the south
side of Indianapolis tomorrow
night, stop by
BW-3's to see
them play from
10 p.m. until 2 in
morning.
the
www.thesamedifference.com
Otherwise,
The Same Difference performs onstage at a recent concert.
check out their
website for their
You're
'When
are
mention
orable
from
strangely like Rob Thomas
Matchbox 20, although the music Around," "So How's Georgia," calendar of shows and be sure to
usually seems to flow at a much "Something Special," and "New watch for their next release.
A band I KNOW you guys have
faster rhythm than most Matchbox Wave."
With more than half of the songs never heard of hails from back
20 songs.
My First Track First Impressions on this album worth mentioning, where I live. Shadow If has been an
ofthis are fairly good. "1000 Days" this release is an awesome debut. official band for a little over a year
is up-beat and fast-paced, giving the The Same Difference is definitely now, since September of 2000.
perfect start to the rest oftheir songs part of the elite group of local bands Each member, like any other band,
on the album. The next track, "Tell who contain some real talent, and has been a lover of music his entire
Me," impresses me with its acoustic- will most likely make it big if they life.
Two of the band members I went
sounding guitar riffs and sudden continue as they are. I highly recschool with, and know for a fact
to
alself-titled
their
finding
tempo changes topped off with ommend
that they have owned and excelled
Mike's amazing vocals. 'Walk of bum in local record stores.
The Same Difference is Mike at playing the instruments they play
Shame" is my definite favorite on
this album with its up-beat rhythm Malaski (vocals, guitar), Brian Price today for as far back as I can rememand more of Mike's obvious vocal (lead guitar), Russ St. Myers (bass), ber. They have quickly become hits
talent. Other songs that get an hon- and Brian Giacomin (drums). Be in Northeastern Ohio and headline

consistently at live music venues in
major cities such as Kent, Akron,
and other local hot spots. Shadow If
is Randy Horvath (vocals, guitar),
Kris Elliot(vocals,guitar), Eric Gregrow (bass), and Ben Gerdhardt
(drums).
Shadow Ifs debut album, titled
"Insert Silence," was released late in
June this summer. My first thoughts
after I listened to it were that it was
better than some ofthe stuffthat seasoned artists are releasing today.
My First Track First Impressions
of this album are marginal. "Be Inside" has a slow intro which builds
up to the rest of the song, but the
chord selections don't really sound
like the rest oftheir music. The next
song, "What's A Girl," is a better indication of what to expect on the rest
of the CD. "Tom" is my favorite on
the CD with awesome vocals by
Randy accompanied by several
rhythm and tempo changes and a
powerful chorus section. Other favorites of mine are "Man of Heart,"
"Up On A Line," and "Paperboy." I
might add that "Paperboy" may be
one of the best slow songs I have
heard to date.
If you are lucky, you may be able
to find their first three singles,
"Tom,""Man of Heart," and "Paperboy" online somewhere. I haven't
had much success with that thus far,
though. Their website is still in
progress (www.shadowif.com), so
look for that to come up sometime in
the future with more music samples.
They have recently begun playing
several new songs at their gigs, so
they will most likely be releasing
another album sometime in the future. For contact info or purchasing
info, just contact me and I'm sure I
can work with them.

Have you met your daily scare quota?
Peter Smith
Entertainment Editor

Monsters Inc.
RatedG
***
Starring
Billy Crystal
John Goodman

NMI

Imagine if you will, a theater
packed to capacity. There isn't
room to breath, much less try to find
a seat in the darkness that has fallen
upon the room. No one is speaking,
everyone is just watching in awe.
Then the Star Wars trailer ends
and everyone leaves; finding a seat
is no longer a problem. That was
the scene opening night at Pixar's
latest film, Monsters Inc. The people who left after the trailer, however, missed out on a great show.
The world ofthe monsters is similar to ours, only they require the
screams of children to power their
cities. However,only the bravest of
the monsters can face the human
world to scare the poisonous children that dwell there.
However, what would happen if
one of the human children found a
way to get into the monster world?
How would that affect the future of
Monster civilization? That is exactly the moral question presented by
this movie. I know it sounds corny
and inconsequential, but it is actual-

things seem almost
like the Flintstones
with monsters instead of dinosaurs.
The sounds are engaging, both the
music and the effects are dead on.
Besides, all this, it
is really fun to
watch.
This is definitely
family fare and really good family
fare at that. Don't
worry about taking
people
younger
and don't worry
about being bored.
As with any cartoon, the plot could
use a little work. It
might be all fun
and graphics and
not much subHowever,
stance.
www.imdb.com
up
put
when
Mikey (Billy Crystal) and Sully (John Goodman) walk across the scare floor in Pixar's new hit, Monsters Inc.
against other movies of its type it is
The only close competitor is Shrek,
monster were actually real.
ly very touching and very sweet.
If you like this type
best.
the
of
one
This is by far the best animation (which if you have not seen you
John Goodman(The Big Lebowone.
this
see
go
film,
of
ki) plays the best scarer in the com- in a computer-animated film I have should go rent). However, nothing
yeah the rating. I almost forOh
This giant blue ever seen. You may be thinking tops Pixar's computer-animated
pany, Sully.
got. Anyway on a scale of one to
monster can scare the heck out of that I am crazy if you saw the stun- films. Others include Toy Story,
with four being a classic and
four,
little kids but is truly a giant teddy ning graphics of the Final Fantasy Toy Story II, A Bug's Life, and nubeing the new Tick TV show, I
one
bear at heart. John Goodman does movie that came out earlier in the merous short films.
it,
The creativity that went into cre- give this film three stars. Go see
a great job with the voice acting but year, but there is something about
someso
home
then
it,
love
go
go
what really shines is the amount of Pixar's animators that set them apart ating this film is second to none:
one else can see it. Bring a kid,
detail the animators put in on Sul- from other studios. They can really character design like nothing you
bring an adult, and bring your own
ly's body. It is absolutely amazing. capture the emotion of the charac- have ever seen before, locations
because the theater prices
snacks
You can see individual hairs on this ter, a task I do not believe any other that seem like what you would exare at extortionist levels.
twist,
with
but
and
a
monster
well.
as
half
pect
monster quiver in the wind as if the studio has done even
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This Week's Releases.

This Weekend
Title
1 Harry Potter
57.4m
2 Monsters Inc.
24.0m
21.6m
3 Spy Game
11.1m
4 Black Knight
8.5m
5 Shallow Hal
6 Out Cold
4.5m
4.0m
7 Domestic Disturbance
8 Heist
3.1m
9 Life as a House
2.1m
10 The One
2.0m

Texas Ranger
The Affair of the Necklace
Behind Enemy Lines

Harry Potter and the predictable plot
Brian Barthel
Staff Writer
Harry Potter
Rated PG
* * * .5
Starring
Daniel Radcliffe
Rupert Grint
Emma Watson
Have you ever watched a movie
and known exactly what was going
to happen next, right down to the dialogue? Well, if you've ever read
the book Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, you will get that feeling often during the two and a half
hour movie.
The movie, directed by Chris Columbus (Home Alone, Nine
Months, Stepmom), delivers on its
promise to stay true to the book. Unfortunately, that is part of its problem, and for those of you who have
read the book there is not much in
the movie to compel you to watch it.
The story is about a young boy
named Harry Potter, played by
Daniel Radcliffe, who lives with his
abusive aunt and uncle until his
eleventh birthday, when he learns
that he is in fact a wizard and has
been invited to attend the Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
With the help of the friendly giant
Hagrid, played by Robbie Coltrane,
Harry is sent off to study wizardry
over the objections of his adopted
parents.
The story begins in earnest as
Harry meets his two friends Ron
Weasley (Rupert Grint) and Hermione Granger(Emma Watson)on his
way to Hogwarts. Harry also discovers that he is a legend among

•

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Join us for Christmas Caroling
Wednesday, December 5, 6:009:00 p.m. We'll leave the Center
at 6:00 for caroling to elders and
shut-ins and return for holiday
treats. United Campus Ministries,
321 N 7th St., 232-0186. Call us if
you need a ride.

Harry, Ron,and Hermione cast a little magic.

wizards because he is the only person to ever survive a curse cast by
Voldemort, an evil wizard who
killed Harry's parents.
At Hogwarts, Harry is introduced
to the world of wizards and witches,
including the game of Quidditch.
However, he soon realizes that all is
not well in the wizard world, as a series of adventures forces Harry and
his friends to use both magic and
wits to prevent the theft of a mysterious object protected by a threeheaded dog.
The movie attempts to transport
the viewer into the world of Hogwarts, and it succeeds to a remarkable degree. Too often in movies
like this, the effects get in the way of
the story and tend to distract the
viewer from what's important.
However this movie strikes a fine

balance between fantasy and reality.
The movie exudes magic, from the
famous Hogwart's Express at Platform 9 and/
3
4,to the life-sized game
of Wizard's Chess. It is readily apparent that all the scenes were painstakingly designed to match the
descriptions in the book and provide
a seamless look into a world full of
magic.
The movie is also supported by
strong performances from the cast.
The three main characters in the
movie - Harry, Ron and Hermione,
are all relative unknowns, but all
three deliver strong performances.
Rupert Grint turns in an especially
strong performance as Ron Weasley, and often times kept the movie
going with his wry comments and
timing.
Daniel Radcliffe also delivered a

strong overall performance as Harry
Potter, however there were times
when his acting seemed contrived
and unnatural. For example, whenever there was danger near, he
would instantly start making amusing noises such as "Oh, ah, ouch" to
help illustrate the fact that his scar
was hurting. Halfthe time I expected to see the words actually displayed in bold print across the
screen like in the old Batman television show.
The supporting cast was also top
notch, from the imposing but goodnatured Hagrid,to the seemingly devious Professor Snape, all the actors
turned in excellent characterizations.
If you read the book and believe
that movies should follow books to
the letter, there's not a whole lot to

•

complain about in the movie since it
doesn't deviate even a bit. On the
other hand, I found that fact to be my
major complaint with the movie.
The movie is two and a half hours ot
no surprises. The screenwriters and
the director took no creative license
with the book's story, and in fact
consulted heavily with the author,
J.K. Rowling, to ensure that the
movie matched the book as closely
as possible.
I was extremely disappointed
with the overall result. While the
movie is still a good story, it is overly long and doesn't seem to connect
the various parts of the story as well
as the book. Too often, you find
yourself wondering why characters
would do things, or why they even
bothered with certain scenes. I also
felt that they tried to include too
much of the book. When it comes
down to it, the movie isjust too long,
and they could have cut several
scenes without anyone noticing.
While I was disappointed with the
movie, it certainly wasn't because it
was horrible. Rather, it was a byproduct of my having already read
the book. I tend to get bored easily,
and sitting through this very long
movie already knowing exactly
what was going to happen next certainly didn't excite my attention. At
the end of the movie, I found myself
sitting on the edge of my seat, and
not because I was captivated by the
movie, but rather because I was
ready to leave.
Overall. I give the movie 3 and /
1
2
stars out of 5. If you've read the
book and want to see the movie, I
would watch it, but wait till it comes
out on video. If you haven't read the
book, then the movie is definitely
worth watching. Just be prepared to
be sitting for an extended length ot
time.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Need cash? We can help! Earn up Hot Hot Hot! Top Notch brand
new 3-piece Boka Stereo System
to $14 per hour. Call 237-0490.
with
bumping
awesome
subwoofer. Need speakers for
Fraternities, Sororities
your laptop? Look no further!
Clubs, Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester Asking price $30 obo. Ask for
with
the
easy Phil at extension 8558.
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
PERSONALS
fundraising even. Does not
INTERESTED
IN
SPACE involve credit card applications.
Bitter SWM looking for SWF
COLONIZATION?
Fundraising dates are filling who likes fun, long walks on the
http://www.dynasophy.org
quickly so call today! Contact beach, and hot cocoa. Needs
A philosophy for the future
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) cheering up. Call Jimmy at
923-3238,
or
visit extension 8578.
www.campusfundraiser.com

The Rose Thorn reserves the right
to refuse advertising which the
The Rose Thorn offers classified editors judge to be discriminatory
advertisements less than 30 words on the basis of race, religion,
free to Rose-Hulman students, sexual orientation, or gender.
faculty, and student organizations.
Ads that run longer than 30 words Submissions may be made at the
will be charged 15 cents per Thorn office, through campus
additional word.
mail addressed to the Thorn, al
thorn@rose-hulman.edu or by
Classified advertisements are calling extension 8255. Deadline
open to the public for $3.00 for the for
submissions: 5pm
the
first 30 words and 15 cents for Wednesday prior to publication.
each additional word. Bold faced Runs over one week must be
words are available for 15 cents renewed weekly by contacting the
per word. Payments must be made Thorn office.
in advance.
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Bandwidth update
Chris Scribner
Staff Writer
In an effort to free up bandwidth for academic use, midOctober marked the inception
of a bandwidth restriction
scheme.
The restriction focused mainly
on peer-to-peer file sharing programs, namely the KaZaA and
eDonkey networks, which consumed the majority of campus

bandwidth, causing other mediums of intemet transfer to be
extremely slow.
The restrictions limit peer-topeer transfers to use at most
15% of the total bandwidth, or
about 900 kb/s, during the day,
and larger proportions allotted
during the night and weekends.
The use of peer-to-peer programs is completely restricted in
learning facilities.
Before the restrictions were
implemented, a web page down-

loaded at about 3 kb/s, and now
speeds above 30 kb/s have been
attained, allowing a comfortable
rate of browsing. Web browsing,
classified as HTTP transfers,
have regained the majority of
bandwidth use,followed by FTP,
a common protocol used to
download files from web sites.
With the restrictions in place,
peer-to-peer file sharing has
been, for the most part, neutralized. An anonymous source
claims that transfers over the

KaZaA network download at
less than 1 kb/s, a speed comparable to an early dial-up modem.
The slow transfer speed may be
attributed to the large number of
users attempting to download
using the software.
On-campus student bandwidth surveys have been administered in order to garner the
opinion of the student body on
the issue. The questionnaire
posed questions pertaining to
restriction and the purchase of

additional bandwidth.
The on-campus surveys have
yet to be tabulated, and the offcampus surveys were administered last night.
It is unknown when a change
in the current policy will be
made or additional bandwidth
purchased. Because the bandwidth surveys are near completion, their results should be
available in the near future and
can be used as a tool in making
any policy changes.

Inbound 'Traffic
Navornbar 28,2001
Avotago Incoming Bandwidth Usage: 7B%
Outbound Traffic
Plaseetabor it 2001
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Director recommends checking several
factors before trying to study abroad
Crystal Pollard
The Daily University Star
(Southwest Texas State U.)
(U-WIRE)San Marcos, Texas Studying abroad can be a
rewarding experience, but before
students start planning trips, they
should keep several factors in
mind in order to have the best educational experience possible.
Each summer, about 150 Southwest Texas State University students travel abroad to study
Spanish, French, geography and
other fields. Some students travel
independently, while others go
through one of SWT's study
abroad programs.
According to Robert Fischer,
program director ofthe department

of modem languages, it is imperative that students make sure the
school where they want to study is
accredited. If a school is not
accredited, they will not receive
credit for the class once they return
to SWT. Students can go to the
Office of Admissions to find out
which schools are accredited.
A second concern is course
compatibility, Fischer said.
"There have been students that
have paid for the abroad program
already and don't get into the class
they need," he said.
Students who want to study a
foreign language abroad must take
a language competency test before
they enroll in the class they want.
However, sometimes a student

who wants to take a higher-level
course may not score high enough
on the test and may have to take a
lower level course instead.
A problem may arise because
usually the student has already
paid for the class before taking the
language competency test. Consequently, the student is stuck in an
unwanted, but already paid-for
class. Fischer advised students to
talk to someone knowledgeable
about study abroad programs
before sending money.
Most programs cost about $23,000, which includes housing,
tuition and fees, laundry and
health insurance. Many students
apply for financial aid and scholarships to help pay for their trips.

"I paid approximately the same
amount studying abroad that I
would have at paid at SWT," said
Ryan Sprott, an English and Spanish senior who has studied abroad
three different times.
Another concern is credit transfers, Fischer said. Students should
research abroad programs carefully and make sure the courses
will transfer back as regular or
transfer credit, he said. A student
may receive SWT credit for certain courses and only transfer
credit for others.
Besides these concerns, some
people have a negative opinion
about studying abroad because
they believe those who participate
in abroad programs don't have to

work as hard as the students at the
home campus. Several SWT students who have studied in other
countries would disagree with this
assumption, however.
Sprott said students have to
study hard in order to do well at
abroad programs.
Susan Gunn, a speech senior
who completed four Spanish
courses in Costa Rica,agreed,adding that class participation is very
important.
Sprott said that despite all these
concerns, he felt studying abroad
was a worthy venture.
"I think studying abroad is a
great experience," Sprott said.
"It's up to the student what he or
she gets out of it."

Love in cyberspace can be a 'big' mistake
*Z4
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The linen ofLambda Chi Alpha wish to
thank the Rose-Hulman community for
its contribution to our North American
Food Drive. Thanks to you help, we
donated 4,725 pounds to the
Lighthouse Mission of Terre Haute.
At last count, Lambda Chi Alpha as a
whole has collected over 2,500,000
pounds of food internationally this
year.
We would also like to thank our
sponsor

Mix
Cancer
centermiqp
Thank you all and we hope for your
help again next year.

Jared Vaughn
Daily O'Collegian
(Oklahoma State U.)
(U-WIRE)Stillwater, Okla. The Internet freaks me out. It is
the most versatile of all man made
tools. We use it for all sorts of various and sundries things. We
research things, look for things on
search engines, chat with other
folks that are far away from us,
play games and the weirdest thing
to me, search for that significant
other.
This is strange beyond belief. I
enjoy chatting with others on
occasion, but chatting and trying
to hook up with some stranger are
two different things.
One of the problems with this is
that you never really know to
whom you're talking. That is,
unless you meet them.
I have a story to tell as related to
me by a good friend of mine.
One of our friends, we'll call
him the "Salamander," talked to a
girl for nigh on a year.
As with most conversations

between guys and gals, theirs
turned to sex. They talked of all
the wonderful and nasty things
they were going to do to one
another.
The Salamander and his net
chick talked and talked and finally
decided to meet. A date and place
was set.
Upon the arrival of this fateful
day, the Salamander and several of
his best friends converged in the
parking lot of an all you can eat
buffet (her choice.) They got out
of their vehicle and waited for the
coming of Salamander's net babe.
The Salamander had been heard
saying,"Dude, I know she's gonna
be hot. I just have a feeling. I'm
never wrong about these things."
A low rumbling was heard as a
growling truck pulled up. "Cool,"
said the Salamander. "She's got a
low rider."
The door of this growling truck
was thrown open by the occupant
and out stepped one of the largest
living creatures on this planet. The
truck returned to its regular height,

which was like any normal truck.
The Salamander flushed to the
color of a pale green, took a deep
breath, shed a tear and slowly
trudged his way towards his
sweaty net sweetie and hugged
some of her.
After a great feast (and I'm not
saying it was wonderful) at the
buffet that ended with them being
escorted off the property, the Salamander and his carpal tunnel
queen went away to an unhappy
(for the Salamander anyway) session of-- well, we'll let your imagination finish the thought.
Checking in on the Salamander
now, I see that he has fallen into
alcoholism and has tried to take
his life repeatedly. Poor guy.
The moral of the story boys and
girls is: you never know to whom
you are talking while on the net.
Anyone can be whoever or whatever they want. Whether they want
to be thin, athletic, have bigger
breasts, have fewer zits, own
fewer self help tapes or be cooler
than they really are. You just never

know.
Popular cinema has dictated to
us through the means of movies
such as "You've Got Mail" and
"Strangeland" that there is either
someone you may love or someone that may love to kill you on
the other end ofthe line.
I don't know which is true, if
either, but I do know that people
have a penchant for lying and
almost always embellish upon
their good sides (if any) and tend
to hide their darker, nastier side.
Really though, is it that hard to
find someone to be with in your
own town? Especially in Stillwater, Okla. -- where there are wonderful specimens of both sexes
walking around every day wishing
they had someone to cuddle with.
Why would anyone resort to using
the net to find someone special?
If you are desperate enough to
get on the net to look for that special someone, why don't you just
traipse your happy self out to the
meat market they like to call The
Weed?
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Cloning sparks talk of prohibition acts
Melissa Sindelar
Daily Mississippian
(U. Mississippi)
(U-WIRE) Oxford, Miss. After Advanced Cell Technology's announcement on Sunday
of creating human embryos
through cloning, Senator Sam
Brownback, R-Kan., wanted to
debate the Human Cloning Prohibition Act on Nov. 27, when the
Senate reconvened for the first
time since Thanksgiving.
Senator Harry Reid, the democratic whip, stopped the consideration of debate when he objected
that there is more pressing business that needs to be dealt with at
this time. The Act passed in the
House in July with a vote of 265162.
"I expect the Senate will vote to
ban the cloning of human
beings," said U.S. Senator Thad
Cochran, R-Miss. "I think we
should ban the cloning, but I don't
think we should ban cell research
to forge new and more effective
therapies for human illnesses and
diseases, so long as it does not
involve the cloning of a human
being."
The Massachusetts-based com-

pany rekindled the debate over
cloning and the advancement of
scientific technology with its
announcement.
"I think people often do not
realize that human cloning and
stem cell research are two different things," said David Dzielak,
executive director of research at
the University Medical Center.
"Cloning is making an identical
cell outside of the normal way.
Stem cell research is very useful
and could open up a lot of new
avenues for the future. I, personally, believe that any human cloning needs to be highly regulated
by either our government or a
world government body, so that
the good things that can come out
of it are not usurped by the dark
side of human nature."
According to the press release
by Advanced Cell Technology, it
was not trying to create a human
but using the embryos for stem
cells, which in turn can help treat
diseases.
Stem cells are able to divide for
an infinite period of time and give
rise to specialized cells, such as
skin and blood stem cells.
They can be transformed in a

laboratory to form different types
of human tissues.
Controversial debates surrounding stem cell research itself
is because cells from aborted
fetuses were used to create some
of the stem cell lines.
"Human cloning should not be
made legal," said Kelly Mixon, a
freshmen political science major
from Oxford. "While it is wonderful that such technology has
been developed and is helpful to
the science, cloning could be used
in a completely wrong way with
disastrous consequences."
Published in the Journal of
Regenerative Medicine, they performed somatic cell nuclear transfer, where a cell from a body is
mixed with a human egg that has
its DNA removed. The DNA
from the other is reprogrammed
during this process, which allows
for it to create human stem cells,
according to the company's
release.
One of the eight eggs stopped
dividing once it reached a six-cell
stage, while two more formed the
early embryos of four cells
through division.
According to the company,

this research could eventually
help those who suffer strokes and
such diseases as AIDS, cancer,
Parkinson's and Alzheimer's.
"Stem cell research intentionally destroys a human embryo,
which is programmed to form a
human, so it is technically a form
of abortion," said Courtney Cartwright, a freshman biology and
psychology major from Hernando. "I think they should consider umbilical cord research and
other approaches."
Clonaid, a company based outside of the United States, stated
on Monday that it created human
cloned
embryos
before
Advanced
Cell Technology.
Clonaid wants to actually clone
humans as a way to reach eternal
life, according to its Web site.
Founded in 1997, it is associated with the Raelian movement,
a religious organization believing
that life was created by genetic
and DNA engineering by an
extraterrestrial race, Elohim,
found in the Hebrew Bible and
deciphered wrongly into the word
"God." They also believe that the
Elohim resurrected Jesus Christ
through advanced cloning tech-

niques, according to its Web site.
"People are trying to use the
Bible to justify things that they do
against God," said Pastor Bruce
Meier of Peace Lutheran Church.
"Very bluntly, I think that human
cloning is wrong. It's against
God's desire. Especially in the
case that people are thinking that
an embryo isn't a human life and
are killing embryos for stem cells.
It's just plain wrong. Once again
we are degrading a human life."
The United Kingdom has a law
coming through the House of
Lords and House of Commons
this week that, if passed, would
ban cloned embryos from being
implanted in the wombs of
women. The bill would not ban
therapeutic cloning done by
nuclear replacement for research,
which is how Advanced Cell
Technologies cloned its embryos
and how Dolly, the first mammal
cloned in 1997, was created.
"I think cloning is a bad thing,"
said sophomore Rob Tabor, a
business major from Jackson,
Tenn. "God created us to be our
own person. There shouldn't be
two of the same person. We are
each unique."

'Harry Potter' sparks controversy
Diette Courrege
The Reveille
(Louisiana State U.)
(U-WIRE)Baton Rouge, La Billy McCollister, a business
administration sophomore at Louisiana State University, has not read
the book but saw the Harry Potter
movie this past weekend.
"I think it should have been rated
PG-13," he said. "I think there are
things in the movie little kids might
not understand. I feel like it puts a
positive image on negative things
like witchcraft and wizardry."
McCollister, although not completely opposed to Harry Potter, is
part of the American reaction that
does not support the latest culture
trend.
"The kids that are reading the
book and seeing the movie are way
too impressionable," he said. "It
shouldn't be as accepted for children as it is. There is a lot more to it

than kids understand."
Before the Nov. 16 movie premiere, Harry Potter topped the
American Library Association's
list as the most challenged book in
2000.
"The series continues to draw
complaints from parents and others
concerned about the books' alleged
occult/Satanic theme, religious
viewpoint, anti-family approach
and violence," according to the site.
A challenged book is one receiving formal or written complaints
filed with libraries or schools in
attempt to remove or restrict the
material from circulation, according to the ALA Web site.
However, Robert Bigelow, a
Middleton Library associate II in
the Education Resources department, said the Harry Potter series
receives much circulation and as
soon as it is returned, someone has
it on hold.

"Some libraries try to avoid controversy and remove the books
from their stacks, but we have no
intention of doing that" he said.
Robbie McHardy, an instructor
in the College of Education, said
she vehemently supports the series.
"I think the whole series is a lot
like the Chronicles of Narnia, the
Lord of the Rings trilogy or Star
Wars," she said. "It's fantasy where
good wins over evil every time."
She said she thinks people are
afraid of witchcraft and magic.
"That is the setting of the story,
but it's the actual story that really
counts," she said. "The ones with
the good hearts are the ones who
prevail."
Stuart Irvine, an associate professor in the Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies, said he
assumes the negative Harry Potter

reaction relates to the association
with witchcraft.
"Witchcraft is bad. This is a story
about a kid engaged in witchcraft,
and that's bad," he said. "It's the
same kind of reaction you hear
around Halloween. Don't we periodically hear protests from people
because we're letting our children
dress up as goblins and witches and
the like? [Some people think] if
we're not encouraging our children
in the direction of witchcraft, then
we're encouraging them to take it
lightly, and that's not good either."
McCollister said if he had to stereotype the group reacting to Harry
Potter, strong radical Christians
would be the people most opposed.
"They would be the ones to
understand how it could challenge
Christianity directly," he said.
He said even though he considers

himself a Christian, he would not
try to ban the book.
In places like Jacksonville, Fla.,
parent and church complaints
stopped a library from giving Harry
Potter fans a "Hogwarts School of
Accomplishment
Certificate"
meant to encourage children to
read. The complaints argued the
gimmick exposed children to
witchcraft.
But most religious organizations
on campus have not had a student
reaction.
"The kids I deal with watch
South Park, so what's Harry Potter?" said Rebecca East, campus
minister with Christ the King Catholic Center. "I don't think it is an
issue for us because we're a college
community. No one has discussed
the book because it is geared
toward younger children."

PIZZ %

Free Dance Lessons!!!
1
Wednesday's This Month
November 28
December 5
December 12
December 19
Dances Include:
Ballroom,Swing,
Salsa, and more

8:30 - 9:30pm in the
SRC Multipurpose Room
Brought to
you by

RoseHulman

1
-71

14

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
1234 Wabash Ave.

232-7272

Rose
Special

Campus Only

Large One
Topping

$5.99
Open

Monday through Saturday
10 AM to 2AM

Sunday
12 PM to 12AM
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New 'Necklace' movie born out of UCLA affair

Willy Flockton
Daily Bruin
(U. California-Los Angeles)
(U-WIRE)LOS ANGELES "The Affair of the Necklace" has
such a major connection to University of California-Los Angeles, it's a
surprise the eight-clap wasn't
included in the movie.
Not only is the screenplay the
award-winning work of UCLA
alumnus John Sweet, but theater
professor Jean-Louis Rodrigue
coached the lead actors in traditional 18th century movement.
"The Affair Of the Necklace,"
directed by Charles Shyer, is the
color-enriched journey of political
intrigue and skullduggery in the
royal court of 18th-century France.
With the foreboding of the
French Revolution weighing heavy
on the production, it covers events
that would ultimately be the impetus for the falling of guillotine

blades.
Oscar-winner Hilary Swank,
renowned for her androgynous role
in "Boys Don't Cry," plays Jeanne
de la Motte Valois, the traumatized
young aristocrat who, stripped of
her family honor, must conspire to
rob a necklace that will restore her
rightful place.
"I was really pleased when Hilary
got into it," Sweet said. "She totally
immersed herself in it. I really
admired that."
Dressed in cowboy boots and
hailing originally from the South,
John Sweet graduated from the
UCLA Film, Theater and Television masters program in screenwriting in 1997. Based on true events
nearly lost to history, Sweet
researched the story for a whole
summer before writing. But he was
fearful of it turning into another
period historical.
"I decided that I wanted to make

it accessible and that there was
some connection with the character.
What drew me to the story was that
it had a lot ofcontemporary themes.
I did not want it to be a museum
piece," Sweet said at a sneak preview of the film at James Bridges
Theatre on Monday.
Unusually, Sweet was also
involved heavily during the production process.
He changed the tragic script that
was tinged with dry humor, cutting
childhood scenes he felt showed
Jeanne's true motivation.
"I was so close to the story that I
never wanted to let go of it," Sweet
said. "Jeanne is a very clever
woman and a bit more mercenary
than the way I portrayed her. However, I stayed true to the character.
Everything in the screenplay was
how I felt she'd say it in real life."
There is nothing but praise for the
film from Jean Louis Rodrigue.

"This was a project of love,"
Rodrigue said at the sneak preview.
"I enjoyed it immensely."
Classically trained actor and collaborating acting trainer on many
plays and films, Rodrigue coached
the leads in period movement.
He was first approached personally by Hilary Swank to aid in her
preparation for the film. They
worked together several hours
every day for weeks in full costume.
"To help realistically portray a
character, not only do you do it
from the outside but also the
inside," Rodrigue said. "I taught her
to move with ease as if from that
period. This was all part of the
detail of the film."
Shyer specially flew Rodrigue to
Prague and France where filming
was taking place to specially work
with all the leads, including
Jonathan Pryce, who had recently

fallen from a horse.
"Hilary and I worked for weeks
to find the character's natural
impulses," Rodrigue said. "I was
able to help her transform her posture and carriage and teach her to
move with elegance and poise."
Rodrigue employs the centuryold Alexander Technique, an
awareness of movement habits that
can be applied across all arts,
including theater, music and film.
He also has recently acquired funding from Lucy Gonda's Center for
Integrative Health, Medicine and
Research for a new program to help
musicians avoid injury. He has
already worked with such groups as
the Los Angles Philharmonic, and
his latest work is with the actors of
"The Time Machine," slated for
release this winter.
"Swank was a sheer joy to work
with," Rodrigue said. "She was
such a hard worker. She is amazing.

Actor•s redefine careers in 'Royal Tenenbaums'
Laura Thomas
Cornell Daily Sun
(Cornell U.)
(U-WIRE)ITHACA, N.Y. Wes Anderson certainly constructed an impressive gene pool
for the fictional family unshrouded
in his newest cinematic venture,
The Royal Tenenbaums. He began
by selecting a muse. And who better than the patron saint of Hollywood guts and grit Gene Hackman?
He used Hackman as the building
block for the character around
whom the story, at this point in time
defined as being about a family of
geniuses, would eventually evolve.
For the gestating story of this
family, Anderson collaborated with
longtime friend, co-author, and upand-coming actor, Owen Wilson.
Over the course of a year, and a
much treasured ping-pong table,
these two real-life characters would
weave an ensemble cast ofsimilarly
genius-like personas to follow up
their two previously acclaimed
scripts, Bottle Rocket (1994) and
Rushmore (1998). Soon, Wilson
and Anderson had hybridized a lush
cast of personalities for their gifted
family of Tenenbaums led by the
remarkably unusual Royal.
It's possible that the silver screen
has not seen such a colorfully original character as Royal since John
Cleese and Charles Crichton created Kevin Klein's Oscar-winning
role as Otto for 1989's A Fish
Called Wanda. Anderson really had

Are you interested
in attending med
school?
The Rose-Hulman Premedical club is for anyone interested
in attending medical school after
graduating from Rose. (Yeah I
know...more school.)
Come stop by at our meetings
just to see what we are all about.
If you are an upperclassman
then you can join others like
yourself in studying for the
MCAT. Otherwise, you can join
us in volunteer activities and
other group functions.
If you are interested contact
Ghazal Hariri at ghazal.hariri@rose-hulman.edu to get on
our mailing list.
Hope to see you there!

no choice but to write a stellar part with the moody Margot.
since Hackman told him to can the
Amazingly, the presence of so
idea of writing a custom-tailored many Hollywood titans did not stirole for him several years earlier.
fle any of the accompanying perforProvidentially, Wes Anderson mances. Instead, each actor seems
isn't easily dissuaded. In fact, the to shine brighter in the light of so
young director may be called down- many stars, and the credit for this
right ballsy for approaching the 71- largely goes to the seasoning of the
year-old ex-Marine, who recently talent, and the sheer strength of the
flattened a fellow Angeleno on the characters they portray. It is a credit
405 over a contested fender-bender, to Wilson and Anderson's writing
despite his original protestations.
that their words are able to so aptly
"I said please don't because then I support such a weighty cast. But
feel I have to play an idea that's not just as an actor is dependent on the
really mine. Of course, he went off quality of his or her character, so
and wrote it anyway, and thank such Herculean characters depend
goodness he did because it was a on an equally titanic thespian to
great pleasure," praised Hackman.
give them life.
But what Anderson knew then
"I would have done a movie with
that Hackman and the rest of the all- each one of these people, and then
star cast know now, is that neither you get them all together and I felt
The Royal Tenenbaums nor its cre- like I didn't know which way to
ators are fly-by-night successes. turn. At the Tenenbaum house we
And, on December 14, it's likely had a green room which was set up
that audiences everywhere will be with couches and chairs and it was
welcoming Anderson, Wilson, and really fun to go in there with Hacktheir newest project into the realm man, Ben Stiller, and Anjelica Husof American movie classics.
ton," described Luke Wilson, a
If the phenomenal writing, direc- lightweight veteran of cinema only
tion, and production of The Royal in comparison to his co-stars.
Tenenbaums doesn't convince you,
Wilson is the real veteran cast
maybe the cast and their career- member,however, when it comes to
redefining performances will. The working with an Anderson-Wilson
list of actors alone tends to drop creation. It's a strange, but successjaws. The most elite Hollywood ful dynamic that exists between the
royalty accepted significantly lower two brothers and their college
sums to be a member of the Tenen- buddy. "They write good parts [for
baum family, but most expressly to me]. I mean, they all kind of have
work with Anderson.
mental problems... I don't quite
As Ben Stiller noted, "I would know what that says...," said Wilson
venture to say that I didn't take as about his roles. And Wilson takes
big a pay cut as the Ocean's Eleven kindly to his latest assignment as
stars because I don't get paid as Richie Tenenbaum, a child tennis
much, but everybody was working prodigy who burned out young and
for whatever it was just to do the went into exile. His performance is
movie."
by far the best of his career, a firm
So who were these artistic mar- departure from his usual nice guy
tyrs? Anjelica Huston joined the comedic ventures. Luke has his
ranks in the role of Royal's better brother and friend to thank for the
half, Etheline Tenenbaum. The opportunity to show the world his
child-prodigies-turned-hardenedrange as an actor, and he does them
adult-has-beens are played by Ben proud.
Stiller (Chas), Gwenyth Paltrow
It would be remiss to say that the
(Margot), and Luke Wilson younger members of the Tenen(Richie). Danny Glover adds extra baum production were unstirred by
glint as Etheline's accountant and the presence of such star power on
eventual love interest, as well as the set, especially when it came to
Royal's subsequent nemesis. Bill Hackman. Even stars get struck
Murray settles into a smaller sup- sometimes. When asked what it
porting role with no less shine than was like to work with Hackman
his larger starring role in Rushmore himself, most of the actors let out
as Margot Tenenbaum's tortured an angelic sigh of admiration and
husband, Raleigh St. Clair. And admitted to a healthy amount of
finally, Owen Wilson lends his apprehension.
usual dose of insanity and spunk as
"Unbelievable... It was the best
the childhood comrade of the experience I've had yet working
Tenenbaums who, as an adult, with somebody," was Luke Wilbecomes a celebrity author and son's reply.
source of pain to all those in love
"It was a joy working with Gene.

I probably wasn't as nervous and
frightened as when I worked with
him on Bat* 21(1988)," quipped
screen legend Glover.
Stiller shared, "I'm such a fan of
his. I didn't know what to expect. I
was a little intimidated thinking
about what it would be like to work
with him because he's such a strong
presence."
"He's someone who you'd hope
would like you just because it
would suck to be like,'Yeah, Gene
Hackman hates me'," confessed
Owen Wilson.
Perhaps the only family member
who was not star struck by Hackman's presence was the equally
colossal Huston. Her description of
the first scene that she shot with the
star illustrates her firm footing as an
equally imposing presence.
"My first scene with Gene was
funny because I have to clobber
him. Warming up to that scene in
rehearsal, I hit his lapel sort of gently a few times, and then I was kind
ofgetting into it. It was a really cold
day, and I had on knit gloves and I
thought: well maybe just for the
impact in the actual shot I'd aim a
little bit closer. So then I clapped
him a roundhouse and he had this
huge red swelling on his cheek,"
Huston explained amidst a spray of
playful chuckles.
Noticeably, Hackman was sincerely surprised by the notion that
he may intimidate his fellow actors.
"Gee. I don't even think of that
[being an imposing presence on the
set]. It's flattering and all that, but I
just think of myself as an actor and
we're just a bunch of players in a
room. It's funny I never pick up on
that, that people might be intimidated," voiced Hackman.
In addition to the two colossal
talents of Hackman and Huston,
Glover rounded out one of the
Tenenbaums' powerhouse love triangles. With upwards of 60 films
under his belt and a slew of prodigious award nominations and wins,
it's high praise for Glover to speak
so enthusiastically of Anderson.
As perceptive a film critic as he is
an actor, Glover commented,"I can
visualize to some degree what the
possibilities are, but they are always
elevated, particularly in a wonderfully, wonderfully written script.
This film was wonderful to watch.
As much as it appealed to me from
the written page, and having some
idea of what it could be from the
written page on film, there was just
something really wonderful about
seeing it."

Glover isn't Anderson's only distinguished fan by far. Stiller
explained that he would have
agreed to do just about any project
in order to work with Wes.
"Wes asked me to be in the film
and I said, "Yeah. I mean, I would
have done any part. I'm just a big
fan of Wes's and I think his movies
are incredible, so I was just really
happy to be a part of it. I would
have done anything," said Stiller.
Stiller, a director in his own right
-- most recently writing and directing this fall's Zoolander -- was sufficiently impressed by Anderson's
method and style. "I was always
watching him, how he works, and
I'm very impressed with how he
works," explained Stiller, "I think
that as an actor you work with so
many different directors, you learn
from every director you work with,
especially someone like [Wes] who
has such a unique style. I was
always watching and learning and
enjoying it."
So with all this talk about Wes
and his impending greatness, does
Owen Wilson feel slighted? Not at
all. He may be Anderson's biggest
supporter and most loyal devotee.
In fact, Wilson takes his place as
co-writer very seriously, not interfering with the film aspect of the
project, including his own casting.
"I don't always know so much if
I'm going to be performing [when
we're writing] because .... Wes is
gonna make those casting choices. I
mean, he's the guy that's gotta be
with the movie for two years so it's
gotta be somebody he wants to
work with. Luckily we're kind of
simpatico with our sensibilities and
stuff," Owen stated graciously.
Not that the pair hasn't experienced their fair share of speed
bumps, but it's easy to see that the
older of the Wilson siblings also
places an implicit trust in the talented Mr. Anderson.
"I showed up for work and Wes
was like,'What do you think about
wearing warpaint?' And I was like,
'I ... I don't like that idea. I don't
want to wear warpaint.' And the
next thing I know I've got warpaint
on." Now, if that's not a working
relationship, what is?
It's no small wonder that The
Royal Tenenbaums is certifiably the
best movie of the year. With impeccable writing, breakthrough performances, and fine workmanship,
The Royal Tenenbaums is film at its
finest. If Rushmore was an omen of
good things to come from Wes
Anderson, the package has arrived.
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Six reasons to watch Rose-Hulman basketball tonight!
Josh Annin
Sports Editor •
The beginning ofthe winter season foreshadows two major events
for students at Rose-Hulman:
snowfall and basketball games.
Although you probably won't
see snow tonight, you will have a
chance to see the men's basketball
team take on University of the
South at the Hulbert Arena. Besides, what else is there to do in
Terre Haute tonight? If you are
still contemplating whether to go
to the game, here are six reasons to
spend your time down at the SRC.
Reason #1: This game is the Engineers' first home game. It is a
premier event. Being on the road

for the past three games, the Engineers have endured many hardships with their opposition and the
crowd. How would you like to
hear people cheer against you for
two hours? For this first home
game, the basketball team deserves to have a tremendous
crowd that actually supports them.
Reason #2: This game is also
the Engineer's first conference
game of the season. According to
the SCAC website, the Engineers
joined the Southern Collegiate
Athletic Conference in 1997.
Since then, they have made a huge
impact in the conference, and this
year will be no different.
SCAC games determine whether or not the Engineers will play in
the NCAA tournament. This game

being the first conference game,
the Engineers need a crowd to
help them get off to a good start.
Reason #3: The Engineers have
an advantage in the series record.
The 1970 season began the series
between Rose-Hulman and University of the South. Through last
year, the Engineers have won 24
ofthe 39 games played against the
Tigers. Also, since Rose-Hulman
joined the conference, their record
against U. of the South is 4-2.
Reason #4: The Engineers finished last year's season as coSCAC Champions. They finished
the season with a record of 17-8,
whereas U. of the South finished
in 7th place with a record of9-16.
This record clearly shows that
head coach Jim Shaw certainly

knows how to bring success to his
team. With these factors, RoseHulman can definitely be prepared for another promising season.
Reason #5: Look at the Engineers' previous opening season.
Last year, the Engineers began
their season with a record of 2-6.
Just as many people were beginning to give up hope in winning
the conference, the Engineers
went on to win 15 of their final 17
games.
This season,their current record
is 1-2. Last year's season is proof
that we should not give up hope in
the team early on, and provides
more of an incentive to go to the
home games -- they're unpredictably good.

Reason #6: It's free entertainment (as long as you're a RoseHulman student). Seriously, what
else were you planning on doing
tonight? Homework? I hope not.
If you find yourself sitting in your
dorm room playing computer
games, why don't you give the
computer a break and come on
down to Hulbert Arena. It's an
easy way to have an entertaining
evening and it gives you a break
from your studies.
, If you find you can't watch the
game tonight, the Engineers will
have their next home game this
Sunday at 1 pm.
The Engineers are ready to have
a glorious season this year. Be a
part of it!

Fall sports awards
Natalie Morand
Staff Writer
As the fall sports season came to
a close, many individuals were
recognized for their outstanding
performances.
Two Rose-Hulman football
players earned academic all-district recognition in the Verizon
Academic All-American contest.
Senior offensive tackle Daniel
Schwartz earned first-team academic all-district honors, while senior linebacker Jim Munafo earned
third-team honors. Schwartz will
continue on to the national ballot,
with the Verizon Academic AllAmerica team scheduled for release on Dec. 10.
In volleyball, Rose-Hulman volleyball coach Brenda Davis earned
Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference Coach of the Year honors
in balloting by league coaches.
Davis has been the head coach
since the beginning of the RoseHulman women's volleyball pro-

gram six years ago. During that
time period, Davis has led the team
to continuous improvement in the
SCAC standings. The women's
volleyball team finished with a
school record of 17 victories and
11 conference wins. They-finished
fourth in the SCAC standings.
Also in women's volleyball, senior hitter, Jennifer Krause, earned
Second-Team All-Conference recognition and became the first
Rose-Hulman woman to earn AllSCAC honors during her four
years at the college.
Lindsey Kerbel, a freshman setter, became the second Rose-Hulman freshman to earn AllConference Recognition, earning
Third-Team honors. She set a
school record with 983 assists and
added 274 digs, 81 kills and 51 service aces this fall.
"This recognition speaks volumes of the dedication and determination of our Rose-Hulman
athletes who excel in the classroom and on the court." Davis

went on to say,"This is just the beginning of many great things to
come from our women's athletic
programs here at Rose-Hulman."
Three Rose-Hulman soccer
players were placed on the AllSouthern Collegiate Athletic Conference team, in voting by league
head coaches. Sophomore forward Jessica Farmer earned Second-Team All-Conference honors
after breaking her own school
record with 15 goals, five assists
and 35 points this season.
Junior sweeper Anna Burgner
earned Third-Team All-SCAC
recognition. Burgner is the only
Rose-Hulman player to start all 55
matches in school history.
Freshman
midfielder
Torn
Drochner earned Third-Team AllSouthern Collegiate Athletic Conference recognition.
Coach Greg Ruark said, "Toni
was a very hard working freshman
who was very deserving of this
recognition."

College Sports Watch
Briar Colwell
Staff Writer

.#7 Colorado vs. #3 Texas
This upcoming weekend is a
8:00 pm ABC
huge week in college sports. College football is coming to an end
.#12 BYU vs. Mississippi State
while college basketball teams will
8:00 pmESPN2
be playing their first conference
games. The list ofgames is long so
Men's Basketball(AP rankinas)
I don't have much room to discuss
.#15 Boston College vs. Michithe games. Turn on ESPN if you gan 2:30 pm CBS
want some more commentary. Enjoy this great week of college ath•TCU vs. Texas Tech.
letics.
5:00 pmESPN2
Saturday December 1, 2001
Football
•Missouri vs. Michigan State
11:00 am ESPN2
•Penn State vs. Virginia
Noon ESPN
.#1 Miami vs. Virginia Tech.
1:00 pm ABC
•Georgia Tech. vs. Florida State
3:30 pm ESPN

Upcoming athletic
events

.#6 Tennessee vs. #2 Florida
4:30 pm CBS

Fri.. Nov. 30
•WR at Little State(North Manchester),TBA
•SWIM at DePauw Invitational, 9 am
•WBB vs. University of the South,6 pm.
•MBB vs. University of the South,8pm

•Notre Dame vs. Purdue
4:30 pm ABC

Sat., Dec. 1
-WR at Little State(North Manchester), TBA
•RIFLE vs. Akron University,9 am
•SWIM at DePauw Invitational, 9 am

Tuesday December 4, 2001
Men's Basketball
•Notre Dame vs. Indiana
7:00 pmESPN #2
•Illinios vs. #4 Arizona
8:00 pm FOXMW
.#25 Wake Forest vs. #8 Kansas
9:00 pm ESPN

Wednesdas December 5, 2001
Men's Basketball
.#22 Michigan State vs. #6 Florida 7:00 pm ESPN2

Sports shorts
The men's cross country
team finished in 31st place(873
points) and the women's cross
country team finished in 27th
place(789 points) at the NCAA
Division III Regional held at
Kalamazoo College in Michigan.

Sun. Dec. 2
•RIFLE vs. Ohio State University,9am
•MBB vs. Centre College, 1 pm
•WBB vs. Centre College,3 pm
* Games in bold denote home games
Key
WR = Wrestling Team
SWIM = Swimming Team
WBB = Women's Basketball Team
MBB = Men's Basketball Team
RIFLE = Rifle Team

Friday, Nov. 16 but lost to
both Mount Union College
and Earth= Colle,p;

Mount Union -- 85
The football team finished
their season with a record of 28 (0-6, SCAC).
The men's soccer team finished their season with a record
of4-14 (2-7, SCAC).

Enjoy sports?

The women's soccer team
finished their season with a
record of 8-10(3-6, SCAC).

Write for the Thorn
sports page!
Photo courtesy Rose-Hulman

anninjt@rose-hulman.edu

•Auburn vs. LSU
7:45 pm ESPN

Junior Jared Tharpe hones in on his receiver in a recent Rose-Hulman football game.

Rose-Hulman -- 71
Earlham -- 79
The women's basketball
team (0-3) lost to Hanover
College, Franklin College,
and College of Mount St. Joseph:
Rose-Hulman -- 60
Hanover -- 82

The volleyball team finished
their season with a record of 1719(9-7, SCAC).

Rose-Hulma-n -- 62
Franklin -- 88

The men's basketball team
(1-2) beat Olivet College on

Rose-Hulman -- 42
Mount St. Joseph -- 66

The Rose Thorn
•11
)1 1-31
---(
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"Where the hell are we, Seattle?!"
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Top Ten Things I'd Rather Spend My Book Money On
•A contract for a hit on the prof that failed me last quarter.
()A new chinchilla to replace the last one, which we killed... with popcorn!
Double Mint gum... double the flavor, annnd double the fun!
O A small island and/or European country.
O Online game subscriptions.
O Sixth Avenue Dancers
Copious amounts of rectangularly bound black ink, and wacky quotes! Wh000!
O A decent dial-up connection.
O Restocking the Mountain Dew supply.
"Did you know that Physicists have been flipping gang
#20 Something not written by a Rose Prof.
signs since before it was cool? You know... the right hand
O Tickets to that new movie on December 19th, you know the one.
rule."
--Dr. Artigue in Process Control, as he walked around flipping signs and strutting appropriately.

o

Wacky Prof Quotes!!!

Dirty Loves aloogry

When we last left our hero
and his hopeless love...

vi.2

Dirty discusses his plight with
friends...
rShe's so awesome..and pretty... and
she smells nice...and she's....

"My five-year-old son can't add two-digit numbers. If I
give him this [writes 25 + 17 on the board], he can't do it.
What a moron!"
--Dr. Bryan, talking smack

/"So ask her out, stupid. .\
(Yeah, ask her out.
(Duh.
'But...she has a boyfriend, and she's very happy
with him and they are goingto makemany babies.,

"Your papers should be as long as a girl's skirt. Long
enough to cover the subject, but short enough to keep it
interesting."
--Dr. Bremmer, on what he meant by "10 page maximum"
"Twenty-five engineers-in-training and a PhD in the room
and we can't figure out how to get this working."
--Dr. Casey, trying to get a room's built in sound system
working

(Yeah, it's Kodama Dirty. Deal with it.)

Have any of your profs said something wacky lately?
Well, stay awake for once and jot it down along with
the context. Then, e-mail it to: flipside@rose-hulman.edu
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This Week in the News
After six robberies, Florida's coffee bandit is
cooling off. Apparently, splashing your newly
ordered hot cup of coffee on the cashier causes
enough confusion to make off with $200. Now
you can afford those books after all!

This Week in History
2300 BC, China. Legendary emperor Fu Hsi
creates dualistic theory of yin and yang. He
probably would have kept it to himself if he had
known the way Americans would commercialize it more than 4000 years later.

This Week's Overused Bitchism
"My break flew by too fast, I don't feel like
going back to school/work already."
--67% ofstudents, and 82% ofprofs here

The Little Line o' Litigious Lard: The content of The Flipside is intended to be purely humorous, and it does not represent the opinions of The Rose Thorn or Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology. It probably doesn't represent anybody's opinions,'cause it's all just a joke, get it? All material is copyright of it's respective owner, is void where prohibited, and may cause birth defects. Read
responsibly; wallaby.

